Adapted from the original text, *Looking Out for Sarah*, by Glenna Lang, Cambridge Paperbacks.
It is early morning.

Perry felt Sarah.

Perry raised his sleepy eyelids.

Perry waited for Sarah to wake up.
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Sarah woke up.

Perry was very happy.

Perry licked Sarah's chin.
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After breakfast they took a walk.

Sarah buckled his harness around Perry.

Now Perry was working.

Perry now had to listen to Sarah.
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They walked down the sidewalk.
At the corner Perry stopped. Perry waited for Sarah’s instructions. Perry made sure no cars were coming.
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They walked to their favorite grocery store.

Perry was the only dog in most grocery stores.
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Then they went to the Post Office.

Then Perry climbed up slowly.
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After the post office they went home.

Perry drank cold water from his bowl.

After Perry took a nap.
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After Perry's nap they went to the train station.
Perry carefully moved through the crowd.
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After the train stopped they went to a school.
Perry was happy when he saw the children’s faces.
Sarah sang a song about Perry to the children.
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The children asked Sarah many questions about Perry.

She told them that Perry was seven years old.

Also that he was trained at a guide dog school.
Sarah showed a photo album of Perry.

Sarah told the children it was okay to pet Perry now.

He was not working.
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Sarah told the children about an adventure.

Perry and Sarah walked all the way to New York.

Perry showed what a guide dog can do for a blind person.
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Perry and Sarah made it to New York.

Television cameras waited for them and took pictures of Perry.

They both won a medal.
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After their school visit, Perry had a play session. Sarah removed his harness. They played with a tennis ball.
Sarah and Perry went home.

After dinner they both went to bed.

Perry put his nose on his paws.
The end